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Determining the identity of a human is critical in many applications including e-
commerce, secure access and surveillance. Most current human authentication 
systems are password based making them susceptible to problems such as 
forgetting the password or passwords being stolen. One way to overcome these 
problems is to employ biometrics (e.g., fingerprints, face images, iris images, 
etc.) for authentication. Many biometric modalities produce images and biometric 
verification (1: matching) and identification (1:N matching) involves matching 
these images. Many conventional biometric image matching methods are based 
on segmenting the regions of interest, extracting the features in the image 
domain and applying classifiers to separate these features. However, there are 
advantages to using signal processing methods that work in the spatial frequency 
domain. These advantages include shift-invariance (i.e., the object of interest can 
be off-center), no need for segmentation, graceful degradation and closed-form 
solutions. This talk will provide an overview of spatial frequency domain methods 
that have proven useful for face recognition and iris recognition.  
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